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Heat losses from the receivers of  a dish- type solar energy collecting system at the Korea 

Institute of  Energy Research (KIER)  are numerical ly investigated. It is assumed that a number  

of  flat square mirrors are arranged on the parabol ic  dish structure to serve as a reflector. Two  

different types of  receivers, which have conical and dome shapes, are considered for the system, 

and several modes of  heat losses from the receivers are thoroughly studied. Using the Stine and 

McDona ld  model  convective heat loss from a receiver is estimated. The Net Radiat ion Method 

is used to calculate the radiat ion heat transfer rate by emission from the inside surface of  the 

cavity receiver to the environment.  The M o n t e - C a r l o  Method is used to predict the radiat ion 

heat transfer rate from the reflector to the receiver. Tracing the photons generated, the reflection 

loss from the receivers can be estimated. The radiative heat flux distr ibution produced by a 

multifaceted parabol ic  concentrator  on the focal plane is estimated using the cone optics method. 

Also, the solar radiat ion spillage around the aperture is calculated. Based on the results of  the 

analysis, the performances of  two different receivers with multifaceted parabol ic  solar energy 

collectors are evaluated. 
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Nomenc la ture  
Am ~ Area of  a dish concentrator  projected on the 

horizontal  plane (m 2) 

Ao ~ Outside surface area of  a receiver (m 2) 

Ar : Aperture area o f  a receiver (m z) 

Aw : Heat transfer area inside a receiver (m 2) 

d : Aperture diameter  of  an open cavity (m) 

Ebj : Blackbody emissive power  of  cavity sub-  

region j ( W / m  z) 
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T~:  

View factor from cavity sub-region i to 

cavity sub-region  j 

Solar beam irradiance received as normal 

incidence on the reflector ( W / m  2) 

Grashof  number based on length L 

Convect ive  heat transfer coefficient ( W / m  2. 

K) 

Solar beam intensity (W/m2.sr )  

Thermal  conductivi ty of  the insulator of  a 

receiver ( W / r e ' K )  

Average internal dimension o f  a cavity (in) 

Average thickness of  the insulator of  a re- 

ceiver (m) 

Nusselt number  based on length L 
Ambient  temperature (K) 
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Tw : Surface temperature inside a receiver (K) 

3 : Skewness angle from a central ray (rad) 

es ;Surface radiation emissivity of the cavity 

sub-region j 

• receiver efficiency ( QL ) ~r \ = 1  Gbn'Am'pm 

f2 Solid angle (sr) 

0 Angle of concentrator/cavity axis to the 

horizontal surface (rad) 

Pm Average reflectivity of a mirror 

¢Y Scattering parameter (rad) 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Fig. 1 Parabolic dish type collector at the KIER 

(Ryu and Seo, 2000) 

A dish-type solar energy collecting system has 

been developed at the Korea Institute of Energy 

Research (K |ER) .  The system consists of  fifteen 

parabolically concave circular mirrors which were 

mounted on the parabolic structure as shown in 

Fig. 1. In order to develop a more efficient and 

cheaper system, the system has been modified. 

One of the most important differences between the 

first and the second systems is the collector shape. 

The multit;aceted parabolic reflector was consi- 

dered and a number of flat square mirrors were 

installed on the parabolic structure as shown in 

Fig. 2. It was easy to expect that the thermal 

performance of the second system should be better 

than that of the first one because the geometric 

concentration ratio of the second system was 

much greater than that of the first one. It was also 

decided that small flat square mirrors would be 

used as the reflecting element of the parabolic 

collector. Small mirrors can be manufactured 

easily and the quality of the back-silver coating 

of a small mirror is better than that of a large one. 

Also, it is easy to concentrate the solar energy 

into the small aperture of the receiver. However, it 

becomes very difficult to align many mirrors as 

the number of the mirrors increases. Therefore, 

the size of the flat square mirrors should be 

carefully decided in order to optimize thermal 

performance and assembling difficulty. 

In order to obtain the optimal design of a 

receiver and flat mirrors of a multifaceted reflec- 

tor, heat losses from a receiver should be tho- 

roughly analyzed. Since convection and radiation 
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Fig. 2 Multithceted parabolic dish type collector 

with 250mm×250mm flat mirrors 

losses are normally significant compared to con- 

duction loss, convection and radiation heat trans- 

fer from a receiver to the surroundings should 

be carefully investigated. There are several em- 

pirical correlations tbr estimating convection 

losses for different shapes of cavity type receivers 

and several working conditions. LeQuere et al. 

(1981) examined the natural convection losses 

from two different sized cubical cavities which 

were similar in shape but different in size. 

Clausing (1981, 1983) described an analytical 

model for estimating convection losses from the 

open cubical cavity receiver. Koenig and Marvin 

(1981) established an empirically-derived cor- 

relation for convection loss from cylindrical cavi- 

ty type receivers, including the effects of opera- 

ting temperature and angle. An estimation of 
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convection losses from a central cylindrical cavi- 

ty receiver was also performed by Siebers and 

Kraabel (1984). Improving correlations proposed 

by Siebers and Kraabel, Stine and McDonald 

(1989) have suggested an empirical correlation, 

which has included the effects of the size of a 

receiver aperture and the receiver tilt angle. How- 

ever, the estimations by these correlations are 

not consistent, so we have to be careful when we 

choose one of these to apply to a particular 
receiver. 

On the other hand, it is difficult to find a sim- 

ple method for predicting radiation heat trans- 

fer from a receiver to its surroundings. Since the 

major concern for most of the studies was the 

convection losses, the radiation losses were ap- 

proximated by a simple equation based on previ- 

ous research. If the operating temperature is low, 

however, the convection losses are also relatively 

low compared with those for receivers working at 

high temperatures where the radiation losses be- 

come significant. In particular, multifaceted solar 

energy concentrator is somewhat different from 

a full-surface concentrator. Because the charac- 

teristics of solar irradiation entering the receivers 

change as the size of the mirror changes, it is 

difficult to use the design information that has 

been reported for other systems. For example, the 

multifaceted reflector at White Cliffs in Australia 

which has about 2300 flat square mirrors of" 

100 mm × 100 mm (Kaushika, 1993), has been re- 

ported. However, useful design information for 

the second system which is being designed at 

KIER is unavailable. 

Therefore, in the present study heat losses from 

the receivers with the multifaceted reflector are 

estimated and their thermal performances are 

investigated to find the optimal design of both the 

receiver and the mirrors lot multifaceted solar 

thermal system. Five different sizes of the mirror 

element and two different types of receivers are 

considered. Based on the calculations, each mode 

of heat loss and the thermal performance of two 

receivers are compared at several different oper- 

ating temperatures and mirror sizes. Summarizing 

the output of the calculation, optimal sizes of the 
mirror and the receiver can be suggested. 

2. Modeling of Heat Losses 

2.1 Solar irradiation 

Based on the definition of radiation intensity, 

heat flux by solar irradiation at a random point is 

q = f f l  cos ¢ d£2 (l) 

The intensity distribution of the cone ray of solar 

irradiation is called a 'sunshape' and can be 

expressed as a Gaussian Function (Jeter, 1986). 

f = I  _ R ~2 
Gbn 2a'oa exp ( - - V )  when ~3<na (2) 

--0 when c~ > no" 

where R is equal to p ~ / ( l - e x p  ( -- n2/2) ). Hence, 

the concentration ratio can be obtained by in- 

tegrating Eq. (2) twice with respect to the solid 
angle (Jeter, 1986). 

C r = ~ =  f f  f cos ¢ d~ (3t 

The concentration ratio at any point and the heat 

flux distribution can be found from Eq. (3) on a 

focal plane. From the flux distribution, the total 

solar irradiation entering a receiver is calculated 
a s :  

× ( C r  dA~ (4) 
J A r  

2.2 Heat  losses from receivers 

Heat losses from a receiver occur due to the 

temperature difference between the receiver and 

its surroundings and depend on the geometry of 

the receiver and the collector. In order to optim- 

ally design the receiver, it is important to predict 

the amount of" heat loss from the receiver. 

In this study, heat losses from the receivers are 
classified as 

(~ spillage loss of solar energy reflected by a 
collector around a receiver. 

(~) conductive loss through the insulating ma- 
terials. 

convective loss through the receiver aper- 
ture. 

(~ radiative loss by surface emission from the 
inner surface of the receiver. 
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@ radiative loss by reflection off the inner 

surface of the receiver. 

In general, spillage loss can occur due to se- 

veral reasons. In this study, only spillage loss 

due to the size of the flat square mirror and the 

geometry of the receiver is considered. The 

amount of spillage loss around the aperture can 

be calculated as 

Qovr = Gb," Am" O~- Qm (5) 

In order to evaluate the conductive loss from 

receivers, the following equation (Kaushika, 

1993) is used. 

I 
Qc°N'= 1 l ( Tw- Ta) (6) 

t 
Ao h ki,/Ao Aw 

The average convective heat transfer coefficient, 

h, on the external surface of a receiver is evaluat- 

ed from an empirical correlation for external flow 

around a cylinder proposed by Hilpert (1933). 

Because the shadow of the receiver on the con- 

centrator reduces the amount of solar irradiation 

entering the receiver, increasing the insulation 

thickness of the receiver is not recommended. 

Hence, an optimal insulation thickness exists for 

each system. However, we do not need to consider 

the shading effect in this study because there is no 

reflecting surface at the center of the parabolic 

structure of the KIER system shown in Fig. 2. 

Convective heat transfer from the aperture of a 

receiver is difficult to analyze because there are 

many factors affecting convective heat transfer. 

Convection loss depends on, for example, the 

shape of the receiver, the speed and direction of 

the wind, and the working temperature. Several 

empirical correlations have been suggested. As 

most of them were developed for the specific 

shape and operating conditions of a particular 

receiver, it was difficult to find a general cor- 

relation applicable to many different types of 

receivers with any reasonable accuracy. There- 

fore, the appropriate correlation for a particular 

receiver should be carefully selected in order to 

(a) Conical type (b) Dome type 

Fig. 3 Geometry of receivers (Ryu and Seo, 2000) 

predict the convection loss accurately. 

In order to select the best convective loss model 

for the KIER receivers, several models were ap- 

plied to the receiver developed for the Solar 

Total Energy Project (STEP) (McDonald, 1995), 

which was very similar to that for the KIER 

system shown in Fig. 3. From the results of Ryu 

and Seo (2000) it is clear that the Clausing model 

and the Stine and McDonald model can predict 

the convection loss from the STEP receiver more 

accurately than others. The Clausing model is 

inconvenient to use because it is implicit unlike 

the Stine and Mcdonald model. From this reason, 

the convection loss for the present study is esti- 

mated using the Stine and Mcdonald model. 

Improving correlation as proposed by Siebers 

and Kraabel (1984), Stine and McDonald have 

suggested the following empirical correlation, 

which includes the effects of the size of the re- 

ceiver aperture and the receiver angle. 

NuL=O.O88Grl/S( T~T~ /~°'Ls d s (cos 0 ) 2 ' 7 ( ~  -) (7) 

where s is 1.12-0.98d/L. From this equation, 

the average convective heat transfer coefficient 

on the inner surface of a receiver can be obtained 

and the total losses by convection heat transfer 

can be calculated using the Newton's Cooling 

Law, q=hAT.  
Radiation losses from a receiver can be classi- 

fied into two categories. One is surface emission 

from the inner surface of the receiver to its sur- 

roundings, which is called emission loss. The 

other is reflected solar irradiation off the inner 

surface that escapes from the receiver. In other 
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Conceptual diagram for the Net Radiation 

Method (Ryu and Seo, 2000) 

words, solar irradiation is reflected by the con- 

centrator first. After being focused at the receiver, 

solar irradiation hits the inner surface of the 

receiver. Although it depends on the radiation 

property of the inner surface, most of the energy is 

absorbed by the surface. Unfortunately, a certain 

amount of solar energy that enters the receiver 

escapes from the receiver by surface reflecting. 

This is called reflection loss in the present study. 

The Net Radiation (Dehghan and Behnia, 1996 ; 

Modest, 1993) and the Monte-Carlo (Yang et al., 

1995) methods are used to evaluate emission and 

reflection losses, respectively. 

For the Net Radiation Analysis, the inner sur- 

face of the receiver is divided into a number of 

small bands as shown in Fig. 4. Assuming that the 

inner surface of a receiver is diffuse and gray, 

radiation heat exchange between each band can 

be expressed as the following equation indicating 

the energy balance on each surface of the bands 

(Dehghan and Behnia, 1996). 

(' 

Therefore, if the temperature, the emissivity, and 

the view factors are known for each band in a 

receiver, it is easy to calculate the radiation heat 

transfer rate in each band using Eq. (8). It is 

supposed that the temperature distribution inside 

a receiver has a linear variation from the inlet to 

the exit. The view factors between the bands are 

obtained from the ready-made formulas ['or simi- 

lar geometries and the reciprocity of the view 

factor (Modest, 1993). The radiation loss from 

the cavity represents the heat transfer rate from 

the artificial surface that coincides with the 

aperture plane. 

In order to estimate the amount of escaping 

solar energy reflected by the inner surface, the 

statistical ray tracing method, called the Monte- 

Carlo method, is used lbr this study. For the 

analysis, it is assumed that a solar ray is spec- 

ularly reflected on the surface of the mirror, and 

then it is diffusely reflected on the inner surface 

of the receiver (Ryu and See, 2000). Otherwise, it 

is absorbed into the inner surface of the receiver. 

Furthermore, the radiation properties are assum- 

ed to be independent of the wave number. The 

parabolic structure holding the mirrors is as- 

sumed to lace the sun at all times during the 

operation. Because the receiver is made of a long 

circular tube, the inner surface is wavy and the 

shape of each wave is a half circle. However, the 

inner surface is assumed to be flat for the sim- 

plicity of the calculation. If we consider the real 

wavy surface, it is too complicated to trace the 

photon bundle. In order to begin the ray tracing 

procedure, an artificial photon bundle is numeri- 

cally generated toward the parabolic structure. 

The direction of the photon bundle generated is 

parallel to that e r a  solar ray coming directly from 

the sun to the collector. Diffuse radiation, which 

is not important from the heat transfer point of 

view, is not considered here. Whenever the pho- 

ton bundle hits the surface, it is statistically de- 

termined whether it is absorbed or reflected using 

the radiation properties of the surface. If the total 

number of photon bundle absorbed into the inner 

surface of the receiver is N,~ among N of photon 

bundles entering the receiver aperture, the value 

of radiation loss by the inner surface reflection of 

the receiver is calculated as follows. 

QRAO = Qm N -  N~ ( I I ) 
N 

While the amount of radiative heat transfer is 

accurately calculated by the Monte-Carlo meth- 

od, the solution changes depending on the num- 

ber of photon bundles generated because it is a 

statistical approach. Fig. 5 shows the apparent 

reflectivity ( ( N - N a ) / N x  100) of the conical 
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receiver shown  in Fig. 3(a)  as the n u m b e r  of  

p h o t o n  bundles  genera ted  in a 1 0 0 m m  by 100 

mm muhi face ted  pa rabo l i c  reflector changes.  As 

s h o w n  in this figure, if more  than  2.5 mi l l ion  

p h o t o n  bundles  are genera ted  on  a reflector, the 

dev ia t ion  becomes less than  0.8~o. In this  study. 

the appa ren t  reflectivities of  the receivers are 

~ 4.0 

" • £  3.9 

~ 3.6 l e  

8~ 3.4 
_~.~ 3.3 
~ 3.2 

~-~ 3.1 

o ~ w e ~ F  = &525 e/e 

_,.-2-=_ 

Fig. 5 

0 1 ~  2e'+6 3 e ' ~  4 ~  5 ~.'6 

The number of photon bundles reflected 
from 100 by lOOmm multifaceted parabolic dish 

Convergence of the Monte Carlo method for 

100mm by 100mm facets and the conical 

receiver (surface reflectivity of the receiver= 

0.85) 

de te rmined  using 3 to 6 mi l l ion  p h o t o n  bund les  

which  are numer ica l ly  generated.  

3. System Configurations and 
Working Conditions 

It is assumed that  the reflector consists  of  a 

n u m b e r  of  flat square  mir rors  as shown  in Fig. 2. 

The  focal length and the rim angle  of  the para-  

bolic s t ructure  are 3 m  and  45 ° , respectively, 

which  are the same as the prev ious  system, s h o w n  

in Fig. 1. F ive  different  flat square  mirrors ,  of  

which  length of  the side are 100, 150, 200, 250, 

300 mm, are considered,  and  thei r  the rmal  per- 

formances  are ca lcula ted  and  compared .  Tab le  1 

summar izes  the specif icat ions of  the reflectors. 

The  geometr ica l  concen t r a t i on  ra t io  (Am~At) of  

the mult i faceted reflector is a b o u t  67%--70~o  

larger than  the  previous  one  because the empty  

space of  the mult i faceted reflector is smal ler  than  

that  of  the previous  system. 

The  conica l  and  dome  receivers s h o w n  in Fig. 

3 are invest igated.  The  aper ture  radi i  of  bo th  

receivers are 180 mm, and  the d iamete r  and  he ight  

Table 1 Summary of reflecting surfaces 

Number of Projected Geometric 
Mirror type area of Cr 

mirrors 
mirrors (m 2) (Am~At) 

Parabolic dish of 1 m dia. 
Previous system 15 11.33 111.3 

and 3 m focal length 

100 mm × 100 mm flat mirrors 2038 19.28 189.4 

150 mm × 150 mm flat mirrors 904 19.18 188.4 
Multifaceted 

200 mm × 200 mm flat mirrors 510 19.09 187.5 
reflector 

250 mm × 250 mm flat mirrors 326 18.98 186.5 

300 mm ×300 mm flat mirrors 227 18.87 185.4 

Table 2 The nominal  operating conditions for the system 

mirrors Reflectivity 0.85 

Thermal conductivity of the insulator (glass fiber) 0.046 W / m K  
Receiver 

Absorptivity of the inner surfaces 0.85 

Solar beam irradiance received for normal incidence on the reflectors 800 W/m 2 
Solar input 

Standard deviation of Gaussian distribution (a) 0.267 ° 

Ambient temperature 25°C 
Weather 

Wind velocity 3.5 m/s  
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of the receivers are 460 mm and 450 mm, respec- 

tively. The inner surface areas are 0.35 m 2 in the 

conical receiver and 0.45 m 2 in the dome receiver. 

The inner surface area of  the dome receiver is 

about  29% larger than that of  the conical one. 

In Table  2, the nominal  condi t ions  t"oi the 

calculat ion are summarized.  The  data are chosen 

in order  to simulate typical Korean weather 

conditions.  

4. Results and Discussion 

Fig. 6 shows the distr ibution of  the concen- 

tration ratio at the focal plane. The concentrat ion 

ratio at the center of  the focal plane reaches its 

maximum when the size of  the mirror  is 100 mm 

X 100 mm. The maximum concentrat ion ratio at 

the center is 1445, and then rapidly decreases as 

the radial distance increases. The concentrat ion 

ratio becomes zero if it is about  110 mm away 

from the center of  the focal plane. The distributi- 

on of  the concentrat ion ratio for different sizes of  

mirrors shows that the solar i r radiat ion reflected 

from the mirrors does not concentrate well as the 

size of  the mirror  increases. The concentra t ion 

ratio of  the 300 mm × 300 mm mirror  at the radial  

distance of  150 mm is 160 and the shape of  distri- 

but ion is flat. When the 200 mm × 200 mm mirror  

is used and the aperture of  the receiver is 180 mm, 

a small amount  of  solar energy spillage around 

the aperture occurs. The  amount  of  spillage 

greatly increases with the size of  the mirror. 

The apparent reflectivities of  the receivers are 

compared in Table  3. The  apparent  reflectivities 

o f  the dome receiver are lower than those of  the 

conical  one. It is because the inner surface area o f  

the dome receiver is 29% larger than that of  the 

conical  one, which gives more chances to absorb 

the reflected photons. The apparent reflectivities 

of  both receivers increase with the size of  the 

mirror.  If the size of  the mirror  increases, the 

number  of  photons which hit the inner surface 

of  the receiver near the aperture increase. Consi-  

dering that the view factor of  the vicinity of  the 

receiver entrance to the aperture is relatively large 

compared with that of  the area deep inside of  the 

receiver, it can be said that the trend of  the data 

presented in the table is physically reasonable. 

In Table  4, heat losses from the receiver with 

200 mm × 200 mm mirrors  are summarized.  Those 

data are plotted in Fig. 7. The conduct ive and the 

spillage losses are relatively small so that their 

effects on the thermal performance of  the system 

are negligible. In Fig. 7Ia) the reflection loss of  

the conical  receiver is greater than the other 

modes of  heat losses. In addit ion,  the value is 

much larger than that for the previous system, 

which is 282 W (Ryu and Seo, 2000). This is 

because the apparent  reflectivity and solar energy 

input to the receiver of  the present system increase 

significantly. The apparent reflectivity of  the 

conical receiver for the previous system is 3.660,0,60 

(Ryu and Seo, 2000) and that for the present 

system is 4.066%. The amounts  of  solar energy 

entering the receivers for the previous and present 

systems are 7.7 kW and 12.9 kW, respectively. The 

amount  of  reflection loss does not depend upon 

the working temperature because the radiat ion 

t \ / / 

1 2OO 

Fig. 6 

0 50 100 150 2o0 250 

Radial Distance [mini 

The distribution of the local concentration 

ratio on the focal plane for a solar half angle 
0.267 ° 

T a b l e 3  The apparent reflectivity ( ( N - N ~ ) / N ×  
100) of the receivers 

Conical Dome 
receiver (%) receiver (%) 

100 mmx 100 mm mirror 3.525 2.871 

150 mm x 100 mm mirror 3.743 2.993 

200 mm× 100 mm mirror 4.066 3.185 

250 mm × 100 mm mirror 4.503 3.465 
q 

300 mm× 100 mm mirror j 4.804 3.624 
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Table 4 Heat losses from the receivers with 200 mm X 200 mm mirror 

Receiver type 
Working 

Temp. (*C) 
Spillage 

loss (W) 
Conductive 

loss (W) 
Convective 

loss (W) 

Radiative losses (W) Total 
loss (W) Emission Reflection 

52 527 

73 527 

99 527 

130 527 

166 527 

70 413 

100 413 

137 413 

182 413 

236 413 

100 12 17 62 670 

125 12 23 92 727 

Conical 150 12 29 126 793 

175 12 35 162 866 

200 12 41 201 947 

100 12 28 80 603 

125 12 38 119 682 

Dome 150 12 47 162 771 

175 12 57 209 873 

200 12 66 259 986 

~ 8 p m a ~  Lms 
Cam.tat'live Heat Lms 
Cm~t'elive l l tmt Lers  
l la l s t lve  Heal Loss 
(am te t ~ f s c e  esalmtaa) 
Radiative Heat 
(dtn~ to smr'f~ rdMct lm)  

II i l l  
•.• 200 

150 

100 

5 

0 
75 100 125 150 175 200 225 

Working Temperature [°C] 
(a) Conical receiver 

,00J 
§ H H 61 H 

75 100 125 150 175 N 225 

Working Temperature |°C] 
(b) Dome receiver 

Fig. 7 Heat losses from receivers with 200 mm ×200 

mm mirrors 

proper t ies  of  the inner  surface of  the receivers are 

assumed to be independen t  of  the tempera ture .  

Therefore ,  the reflection loss becomes a funct ion  

of  shape.  The  convec t ion  and  emiss ion  losses 

increase with the work ing  tempera ture .  The  total  

loss reaches 947 W at a work ing  t empera tu re  of  

200°C. Heat  losses from the dome  receiver are 

s h o w n  in Fig. 7 (b) .  Since the inner  surface area 

of  the dome  receiver is larger than  that  of  the 

conica l  receiver, convec t ion  and  emiss ion losses 

increase by 29.0o/'00 and  38.4%, respectively, while  

the reflection loss decreases by 21.6%. Acco rd ing  

to Tab le  4, the total  loss of  the conica l  and the 

dome  receivers changes  f rom 670 W to 947 W and 

from 603 W to 986 W, respectively,  as the work-  

ing t empera tu re  increases. Therefore ,  it is k n o w n  

that  the dome  receiver is good  for lower work ing  

tempera tures  whi le  the conica l  receiver is appro-  

priate  for h igher  work ing  temperatures .  In addi-  

t ion, reflection loss becomes  i m p o r t a n t  as the 

work ing  t empera tu res  decrease. 

Fig. 8 shows spi l lage and  reflection losses from 

bo th  conica l  and  dome  receivers as the size of  the 

mi r rors  increases. C o n d u c t i o n ,  convec t ion ,  and  

emiss ion losses are i ndependen t  o f  the size of  the 

mi r rors  so these are not  s h o w n  in the figure. Since 

spi l lage loss depends  only  on the size of  the aper-  

ture, there  is no difference between the two recei- 

vers. Spil lage loss is zero and  negl ig ible  if the size 

of  the mi r ror  is smal ler  than  2 0 0 m m X 2 0 0  ram. 

This  is the reason  why the 2 0 0 m m X 2 0 0 m m  
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mirror is chosen for the data presentation of the 

study. If the mirror is larger than 200mmX200 

mm, spillage loss increases rapidly. On the other 

hand, reflection losses increase gradually as the 

size of the mirror increases. Once the size of the 

mirror is larger than 250 mm x250 mm, reflection 

loss decreases because the total energy input de- 

creases due to the significant increase of spillage 

loss. 

The efficiency and the heat capacity of the 

receivers are shown in Fig. 9. Heat capacity refers 

to the amount of solar energy transferred to the 

working fluid. The differences of the efficiencies 

and the heat capacities for two kinds of receivers 

are not great. On the other hand, the efficiency 

and the heat capacity of the receiver significantly 

depend on the working temperature and the size 

of the mirrors. The efficieqcy of the dome receiver 
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at a working temperature of 100°C is better than 

that of the conical receiver, while the conical 

receiver is better at a working temperature of 

200°C. When the working temperature is 100°C 

and the size of the mirror is 100 mm X 100 mm, the 

efficiencies are about 95.6% and the heat capacity 

is about 12.5 kW. The efficiency and heat capacity 

decrease gradually as the size of the mirror in- 

creases. Once the size of a mirror is greater than 

200 mm X 200 mm, the efficiency and the heat ca- 

pacity rapidly drop to 81.8% and 10.5 kW, re- 

spectively, because of the significant increase of 

spillage loss. At a working temperature of 200°C, 

the efficiency and heat capacity of the receiver are 

93.1% and 12.2 kW if the size of the mirror is 100 

mm x 100 mm. 

Figure. 10 shows a graphical comparison of rec- 

eiver efficiency and thermal capacity depending 

on working temperatures in both the existing 

KIER system and the 200 mm by 200 mm multi- 

faceted concentrator. The 200mm by 200mm 

facet reflector shows superior performance in 

general to the existing KIER reflector, which is 

because 200 mm by 200 mm mirrors have about 

a 68,%o larger area projected on the horizontal 

plane;  this concentrates much solar irradiation, 

and makes for a small spillage loss. At a working 

temperature of 100°C, the dome receiver has about 

0.8,%o larger efficiency than the existing system, 

making for a difference up to about 3.1 ,%o greater 

with the increase in temperature. In addition, the 

thermal capacity improved about 71.6% over the 
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existing system. The conical receiver showed a 

maximum increase of 1.8% and 71.5% respective- 

ly in efficiency and heat capacity compared to the 

previous system. 

5. Conclusions 

According to this study, when the shape of 

a reflector is changed to that of a multifaceted 

parabolic dish as in the existing K1ER solar 

energy concentrating system, the prediction for 

heat loss in both conical and dome receivers 

concludes as follows: 

(1) The distribution of heat flux around the 

receiver aperture is greatly affected by the size of 

the mirrors in the reflector, and if the size exceeds 

200 mm by 200 mm, solar irradiation escaping out 

of the receiver rapidly increases. 

(2) The investigation into receiver efficiency 

and thermal capacity proved that mirrors of 200 

mm by 200 mm showed relatively good perform- 

ance without great heat loss. In both receivers, 

efficiency and thermal capacity began to decrease 

from 95.1,%o and 12.3 kW, respectively, at lower 

temperatures to about 92.5% and 12.0 kW, as the 

temperature increased. 

(3) The examination of the total heat loss for 

various shapes of a receiver with 200 mm by 200 

mm mirrors revealed that the dome receiver is 

beneficial at lower temperatures while the conical 

receiver has better performance at higher tem- 

peratures. 

(4) The comparison of the existing KIER sys- 

tem and the 200 mm by 200 mm multifaceted con- 

centrator showed that receiver efficiency increased 

0.8--3.1% in the dome receiver and 0.2--1.8% in 

the conical receiver depending on the working 

temperatures, when compared to the present sys- 

tem. On the other hand, thermal capacity increas- 

ed 70% on average. 

(5) In this study, the most ideal data were used 

for the distribution of radiation intensity reflected 

from the mirrors. However, if empirical data on 

the tracking errors of a concentrator and the sur- 

face errors of a reflector are collected, more accu- 

rate predictions would be possible. 
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